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Eddleman contentions on Notification of State
and Local Emergency Management Agencies

On Augus t 2,1985, the Raleigh News and Observer _ renorted
that Cecil Logan, energency nanagement coordinator for Brunswick
11 hours after it happened. County (NC) said CP&L officials notified hin of an " unusual event"
NC Division of Emergency Management, James Munn, onerations officer of theinfortm d me in a phone talk
that the Division was notified at 9:bl a.m. on Wednesday July 31.
In light of this new infornation, I nropose the following contentions:

EM-1.
CP&L fails to assure that the reouirement of 10 CFR50.h7(n)(1)

that there is reasonable assurance that adeouate nro-tective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency by failing to pronntly notify local and state emergencyresponse agencies of the occurrence of an event that w
as an " unusual event" for emergency resnonse nurnoses.as later classed
large as approximately 11 hours in notification are not accentable.Delays as

In the light of the events of July 30-31, 1985
CP&L has demonstrated unreliability in promnt notification and mustat the Brunswick plant,

therefore re-demonstrate assurance of prompt notification on somebasis more credible than the Connany's claims, before its Harris
facility can be deemed to have an adequate etmrgency plan.

EM-2.

(assurance that adequate protective neasures can and wi11 be takenCP&L fails to meet the criteria of 10 CFR 50.h7(a)(1)
in the event of a radiological energency) due% to its evident failureOWq to meet thPeriterion II.D.1 at the Brunswick plant for declaring anunusual event.
equipment status were established for unambiguously identifyinstEvidently, insurficient parameters, instruments or
nearly 11 hours af ter the actual radioactive water snillan unusual event promptly, and the unusual event was only declared
ductwork, and from the spent fuel pool, had occurred. th rough

of error is likely to be reproduced at Shearon Harris, especially
This type

in the
light of CP&L's claims of improved operations and management

at Brunswick (which should mean that Brunswick is as un-to-snuffas CP&L can make it).the responsible agencies meansMoreover, CP&L's failure to notify promptly
criterion TI .E.5 (nunEn-064h ) can 't he mat.
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EM-3 CP&L'o management capability for emergency responso,

does not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 47(a)(1) in that it
is not assured that State and local emergency response agencies
will be uromptly notified of the occurrence of events (e.g. the
radioactive water spill from the spent fuel pool and darough ductwork
at CP&L's Brunswick plant, July 30, 1985 and following) which
have potential for radiological releases or impairing the function
of plant safety systems. CP&L's failure to meet the requirements
of NUREG-0654 II.D.1 is a management failure which is likely to be
reproduced at Harris, especially since Brunswick ha s been receiving
so much CP&L management attention,e.g. to adequacy of nrocedures,
and still failed to have adequate urocedures to unambiguously and
uromptly identify an emergency event fe.g. this " unusual event".)

Five factors discussion: The contention could not have
been filed earlier because the information related to the event
was not afailable earlier. These contentions are filed within 5
days of nublic availability of the information. Moreover, any
such contention filed earlier would almos t certainly have been
rejected for lack of basis. The Board in a May,1985 nrehearing
conference, heard remarks by CCNC counsel questioning CP&L's ability
or willingness to nromptly notify the emergency resnonse organisations,
and the. chair (as I recall) stated such remarks were improper. However,
there is now basis to make contentions on this very issue.
Thus there is good cause for not filing these contentions on 5/1h/82
("on time" in this proceeding ) .

(ii) and (iv) There are no other means whereby my interests will
be protected, and to my knowledge no other narties are raising this
issue; even if they doi, there is no guarantee they will renresent
my interests on these issues.

(v) These issues do have some notential to delay the proceeding,
and they do broaden the issues (although only slightly in view of
the large nunber of emergency planning issues tha t have been raised,
and the even larger number of other issues both raised, and as admitted
as contentions). However, assuring tha t CP&L will meet its resnon-
sibilities to notify state and local emergency management agencies
promotly of any event that could lead to a radiological release or
emergency, is absolutely vital to protecting the public health and
safety. If CP&L doesn't notify the agencies uromntly, they can't act,
and the emergency planning is not used. If it can't be used,
or isn't used, there is no assurance that adequate protective measures
can and will be taken. Especially since this Harris nuclear plant
is upwind of North Carolina 's capital, but also for the reasons stated
above, this issue is so important that sone delay is justified in orden
to establish a sound record on this very important issue.

(iii) On this issue I would be able to obtain (or subpoena)
witnesses including emergency resnonse nersonnel and CP&L nersonnel,
and through the evidence of such witnesses and information obtained
on dis covery, plus cross-examina tion , be able to a ssist in developing
a sound record. Of course, without a contention, there wo uld be no
record and thus no sound record on this very innortant ma tter. I ha ve
demonstrated the ability to conduct effective discovery and to conduct
cross-examination , and have no doubt that approtriate witnesses can
be located and made available. I pronose to do so.

Other na tters : He the suggestion of ernlaining likely evidence
and witnesses, obviously Mr. Logan (Brunswick County) and Mr. Munn
and/or other State emergency resnonse officials should be witnesses,
as well as the (as yet unidentified, to my knowledge) CP&L nersonnel
involved in the cited events at Brunswick and the emntgency classificac
tion datermina tioas.
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It in ovident CP&L failed to unanbiguously identify tha )*

" unusual event" later declared at Brunswick when it occurred. I

This matter, and the management / procedure nroblems associated
with it, should be part of the evidence on these contentions,
as aopropriate.
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6 Atvus t 1985 Wells Eddleman

News & Observer article renroduced below. ;
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Reporting of radioactive water spill questioned

prom an aae start n===
that no report was necessary

a

,SOUTHPORT - Questions under Nuclear Regulatory Com. overflowed in the refueling area.
about emergency communica. mission guidelines and that the He said officials were examining
tions were sparked Thursday by utility declared an unusual event circuits to see whether any were
Carolina Power & Light Co.'s late
report that 20.000 gallons of slight. the lowest of the four emergency,

damaged by the water.

ly radioactive water had spiiled classifications. voluntarily. He "The pump that started puts out

out of the reactor vessel at the
said the overflow posed no health about 6.000 gallons of water per
hazard to plant workers or the minute into the reactor vessel"

Brunswick nuclear power plant public, Ennis said. "When the pum,pNo. l. inadvertently started, it put
Cecil Logan emergency man- "The water had some radioac- en ugh water into the reactor

.

agement coordinator for Bruns- tive contamination in it because it vesseland spent. fuel poolto cause
wick County, said CP&L officials has been in contact with plant an verflow from the spent. fuel

systems that contain radioactive Pool onto the flmotified him of the " unusual
event" on Wednesday mornmg,11 materials," Ennis said as the ventilation duct.,oor and into the

water was being cleaned up 'Ihe water, which was contam, edhours after it happened.
Thursday. "The radioactiv

"We feel it's a breakdown in el of the water is very low.gy lev- f"omo 6 duc o$la secommunications," Logan said.
CP&L spokesman Wayne Ennis He said the incident occurred CP&L spokesman Mac S. Harris

said the " unusual event" official.
said the incident was so minor

when a high volume pump was
inadvertently started and water ly lasted from 9:01 a.m. Wednes-

day to 8.35 a.m. Thursday.
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